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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

1. By a Charterparty dated 18.03.2016 (the “Charterparty”), the Claimant (“Owners”) 

chartered the M/V “THANOS QUEST” (the “Vessel”) to the Respondent (“Charterers”) 

for a time charter trip of about 50-55 days from West Coast to Wahanda carrying a cargo 

of harmless bulk products.  

2. The Vessel was delivered into the Charterparty on 29.03.2016. Loading of the cargo was 

completed on 20.04.2016, whereupon the Vessel sailed for Wahanda.  

3. On 07.05.2016, the Vessel arrived at the discharge port of Wahanda. She was unable to 

proceed immediately to berth and instead waited at the anchorage.  

4. On 08.06.2016, Owners sent an e-mail to Charterers (via the Vessel’s managers and 

brokers) and requested that Charterers confirm the arrangements for cleaning the Vessel’s 

hull in accordance with clause 83 of the Charterparty.  

5. On the same day, Charterers responded to Owners by e-mail (via Brokers and Managers) 

stating that underwater hull cleaning could not be performed at Wahanda. Charterers 

offered to pay Owners USD 15,000 in lieu of cleaning.  

6. On 09.06.2016, Owners sent an e-mail to Charterers (via Managers and Brokers) stating 

that since there had been no inspection and it was not possible to know the extent of any 

fouling, Owners could not agree a lump sum for cleaning. Instead, Owners stated that 

they would arrange an inspection and cleaning at the next convenient port.  

7. On 15.06.2016, Owners chartered the Vessel to Champion Chartering Corp 

(“Champion”) for a period of two years, plus a further two years in charterers’ option (the 

“Next Fixture”). Delivery under the Next Fixture was to be DLOSP Wahanda with a 

laycan of 22-28 June 2016. The daily rate of hire was USD10,500.  
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8. On 26.06.2016, Owners sent a further e-mail to Charterers (via Brokers) stating that the 

Vessel had been thoroughly fouled during her extended stay at Wahanda. The e-mail 

further stated that no cleaning could take place in East Coast ports and asked Charterers 

to confirm their intention with regard to cleaning in accordance with clause 83 of the 

Charterparty.  

9. On 27.06.2016, Charterers responded to Owners (via Brokers and Managers) stating that 

they could arrange cleaning at North Titan port if Owners were sailing north. 

Alternatively, Charterers offered to pay a lump sum of USD20,000 in lieu of cleaning.  

10. On 28.06.2016, Champion gave notice to Owners that they were cancelling the Next 

Fixture, since the Vessel had missed the laycan.  

11. On 29.06.2016, Owners sent an e-mail to Charterers (via Brokers) calling upon Charterers 

to arrange for the Vessel’s hull to be cleaned at South Island following the completion of 

discharge at Wahanda.  

12. On 30.06.2016, Charterers responded to Owners (via Brokers and Managers) stating that 

any voyage to South Island would be non-contractual and that cleaning could not be 

performed at Wahanda. Charterers offered to pay USD30,000 in lieu of cleaning.  

13. The Vessel was re-delivered on 30.06.2016, discharge of the cargo having completed on 

the same day.  

14. The Vessel’s hull was cleaned at South Island between 01.07.2016 and 03.07.2016 at a 

total cost of USD41,000.  

15. On 01.08.2016, Owners presented their Final Hire Statement to Charterers (the “FHS”). 

The FHS includes costs of USD97,766.64 in relation to cleaning the Vessel’s hull at South 

Island after re-delivery of the Vessel. Charterers have failed to pay the amount of 

USD96,567.42. 
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16. On 04.07.2016, Owners chartered the Vessel to Fairwind International (“Fairwind”) for 

a time charter trip of about 50-55 days (the “Replacement Fixture”). 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 

 

1. The Claimant is entitled to damages for the Respondent’s failure to perform hull-cleaning. 

The Respondent was obliged to fulfill it according to the Charterparty and was not 

relieved of it. The lumpsum offer could not cover all the cost and expenses of the 

Claimant; additionally, the degree of fouling was unclear as there was no inspection 

conducted. Therefore, rejection of the lumpsum offer was reasonable and the Respondent 

is liable for damages incurred by non-performance of the hull cleaning. 

2. The Claimant is entitled to damages due to loss of hire under the Next Fixture. The 

Respondent failed to redeliver the Vessel within the contractual time span, which led to 

cancellation of the Next Fixture by Champion. The period from 07.05.2016 until 

26.06.2016 did not constitute an off-hire for the purposes of the relevant Charterparty 

clauses, therefore, the Respondent breached its obligation to redeliver the Vessel in time. 

3. The Cargo Claim shall be deemed waived and absolutely barred, as the Respondent failed 

to provide the Claimant with a proper written notification of it in compliance with clause 

6 of the ICA within the 24-months’ time span set in the ICA. In case the Tribunal decides 

there was an appropriate notification, it was not caused by unseaworthiness and/or error 

or fault in the navigation or management of the vessel and consequently does not fall 

under subclause 8 (a) of the ICA. 
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A. CLAIMANT IS ENTITLED TO DAMAGES AS RESPONDENT FAILED 

TO PERFORM HULL-CLEANING PRIOR TO REDELIVERY  

1. The Claimant is entitled to damages for the Respondent’s failure to perform hull-cleaning 

prior to redelivery, as (I) the Respondent was obliged to perform such cleaning, (II) was 

not relieved of that obligation and (III) the lumpsum offered could not cover the 

Claimant’s cost and expenses.  

 

I. Charterers had to undertake hull-cleaning of the vessel prior to redelivery at 

their risk, cost expense and time 

2. In the Paragraph 10 of the Defense and Counterclaim submissions Respondent 

(Charterers) claims that they are relieved of their obligation to perform hull-cleaning of 

the vessel. 

3. There was a contact (Charterparty) concluded between parties (Owner and Charterers). 

The Vessel was re-delivered by Charterer (Omega Chartering Ltd.) on 30 June 2016 

without hull cleaning performed prior to re-delivery. Pursuant to the provisions of the 

Recap of fixture dated 18 March 2016 both parties to the charter agreed to comply with 

the Omega Chartering Rider Clauses with logical amendments, alterations in accordance 

with agreed main terms. In accordance to the sub-clause c) of the clause 83 hull-cleaning 

of the vessel should be undertaken by the Charterers at their risk, cost, expense and time 

in consultation with the Owners (Panther Shipping Inc.).  

4. Notwithstanding the widespread practice in the application of the “wear and tear” 

principle by contractors in similar cases, in this particular case, in compliance with the 

Clause 4 of NYPE 2015, the Vessel shall be redelivered to the Owners in like good order 
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and condition, ordinary wear and tear excepted, at (state port or place)1. Ordinary wear 

and tear seem to be perfect protection for the charterers unless some special provisions 

related to hull fouling are provided by the contract between parties to the charter. In other 

case similar as the current one (London Arbitration 25/17) tribunal held that here was in 

that charter-party a special clause providing duty of Charterer to clean the hull prior to re-

delivery. It ruled, that re-delivery in a fouled condition would not be protected by the fair 

wear and tear exception, and the delivery in fouled condition brought a breach of this 

special clause2. Accordingly, the Charterers were held liable for the Owners’ claim for 

losses.  

5. Both parties to the charter agreed to comply with NYPE 2015 Form Terms unless 

otherwise provided by Recap of fixture or the Omega Chartering Rider Clauses. That’s 

why the provisions of NYPE 2015 Form Terms are applicable in relations between the 

parties. Charterers had to redeliver the Vessel to the Owners in like good order and 

condition, ordinary wear and tear excepted. Hull fouling hasn’t even been the sign of the 

good vessel’s condition. Indeed, there was a special sub-clause in the charter-party 

between Panther Shipping Inc. and Omega Chartering Ltd. (sub-clause c) of the clause 

83 of the charter-party).  

6. Thereby, Charterers were bound by this sub-clause and had to comply with his duty and 

carry out the hull-cleaning of the vessel at their risk, cost, expense and time.  

7. As provided by Paragraph 10 of the Defense and Counterclaim submissions Respondent 

(Charterers) claims that they are relieved of their obligation because there was 

unreasonable Owner’s rejection of the Charterer’s offer.  

                                                 
1 Clause 4 a) NYPE 2015 URL: http://www.asba.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/NYPE_2015-sampleweb.pdf  

2 London Arbitration 25/17 Lloyd's Maritime Law Newsletter Sept. 2017 URL: https://www.i-

law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=382481 
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II. Charterers were no entitled to relief of their obligation to perform hull-

cleaning 

8. As provided by the sub-clause d) of the clause 83 of Omega Chartering Rider Clauses 

there was the only term by virtue of which the parties shall agree a lump sum payment in 

full and final settlement of Owners’ costs and expenses arising as a result of or in 

connection with the need for cleaning. This term was Charterer’s prevention from 

carrying out the cleaning.  

9. Charterers have not been prevented from carrying out hull-cleaning. Charterer’s party 

referred to his prevention from carrying out hull cleaning of the vessel. Nevertheless, the 

only factor prevented Charterers from performing their obligation was impossibility to do 

this work at the Wahanda Port. At the same time, following Charterer’s suggestions, if 

Owners had been sailing north, then Charterers would have arranged cleaning at North 

Titan port. This port is located about a half a day sailing from Wahanda. But the 

subsequent vessel’s route began with the South Island Port. In addition, in accordance 

with the attached Wahanda Range Map3 the distance between Wahanda and South Island 

is relatively similar to the another one between Wahanda and North Titan. Logically, 

there were no objective grounds for Charterer’s rejection to perform the cleaning at South 

Island port. The Charterer’s besides does not even indicate these objective reasons for 

this rejection but “non-contractual voyage”. 

10. As dictated by the court in the case of Thornborow v Whitacre (1705)4, a party cannot 

escape liability on the grounds of impossibility purely relating to his individual ability or 

circumstances. Neither will he be discharged from his obligations simply because he finds 

the contract particularly difficult or onerous to perform.  

                                                 
3 2019 IMLAM Scenario V3 25.3.19 p.83 

4 Thornborow v Whitacre (1705) 2 Ld Raym 1164 
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11. In accordance with this judicial decision and the factual background, the Claimant asserts, 

that Respondent cannot be discharged from his obligation to perform the hull-cleaning of 

the vessel since he was not objectively prevented from carrying out this contractual duty.  

 

III. The lump sum amount offered by the Charterer did not cover Owner’s 

costs and expenses 

12. Due to Charterer’s rejection to perform hull-cleaning in Wahanda (re-delivery port) or 

South Island (ulterior delivery port), Owner had to undertake this cleaning on its own 

account.  In compliance with the invoice bill and statement of Vessel Disbursements, 

released by South Island Port Agency Co. Ltd at July 11th of 2016 and Final Hire 

statement the entire costs of the voyage to South Island in order to perform hull-cleaning 

and direct underwater and bootoping hull cleaning were 96 567. 42 USD5. At the same 

time the largest amount of a lump sum offered by Charterers was 30 000 USD. This lump 

sum did not encompass the cost of performed works since the real hull-cleaning expenses 

were more than triple the lump sum proposed. Therefore, Respondent to the case could 

not refuse from performance of its obligation and has to make all the amends of Owner.  

13. This statement can be affirmed by the arbitration award. In the Milly Gregos, SMA 2190 

(Arb. at N.Y. 1986 (English law used)), the owner claimed for hire and expenses incurred 

in removing the dunnage on board after charterer’s redelivery of the vessel, although the 

charter clauses permitted the charterer to redeliver the ship with unclean holds and pay a 

lump sum in lieu of hold cleaning. The panel ruled, however, that this clause did not 

encompass the cost of removing substantial quantities of dunnage and awarded the owner 

damages, including loss of hire for the time required to clean the holds as well as fuel 

                                                 
5 2019 IMLAM Scenario V3 25.3.19 p.50-52 
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consumed, and other disposal expenses.6 Although this case falls under the other category 

of disputes, there similarly the parties to the contract agreed a lump sum payment in 

settlement of Owner’s expenses and this payment was proposed to Owner instead of 

cleaning works. Therefore, court’s conclusions in “the Milly Gregos” case can be applied 

in the particular arbitration proceeding.  

 

14. Conclusion: the lump sum proposed by Charterers did not cover all the Owner’s amends, 

its ulterior rejection of this lump sum in no way relieves Charterers of its obligation to 

perform hull-cleaning. Owners are entitled to claim all the costs and expenses related to 

hull-cleaning process including costs of the voyage to South Island since Charterer did 

not carry out its obligation. This conclusion also derives from literal interpretation of the 

Charterparty.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
6 The Milly Gregos, SMA 2190 (Arb. at N.Y. 1986). Time Charters 7th edition by Terence Coghlin, Andrew W. 

Baker Q.C., Julian Kenny, John D. Kimball, and Thomas H. Belknap, Jr (2014) p.277  
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B. CLAIMANT IS ENTITLED TO DAMAGES DUE TO LOSS OF HIRE 

UNDER THE NEXT FIXTURE  

15. The Claimant is entitled to damages due to loss of hire under the Next Fixture, as the 

Vessel (I, II) was not off-hire from 07.05.2016 until 26.06.2016 and (III) late redelivery 

of the Vessel caused cancellation of the Next Fixture. 

 

I. Clause 17 of the Charterparty cannot be applied in the current case 

16. In the Defense and Counterclaim submissions Respondent (Charterers) claims that the 

Vessel was off-hire from 07.05.2016 until 26.06.2016 pursuant to clause 17 of the 

Charterparty (NYPE 2015). On the facts of the case charterers could only invoke the 

provisions related to detention by Wahanda Port State control. As provided by NYPE 

2015 Clause 17 (Off-Hire), the payment of hire and overtime, if any, shall cease for the 

time thereby lost only if the Vessel detention by Port authorities was  

caused by a number of mentioned reasons. These reasons are:  

1) Vessel deficiencies; 2) Average accidents to the Vessel or cargo, unless resulting from 

inherent vice, quality or defect of the cargo, 3) Drydocking for the purpose of 

examination, cleaning and/or painting of underwater parts and/or repair. 7  Under 

circumstances of the case it seems evident, that none of these provisions should be applied 

in the particular case. As pointed out by Claims Directors of the Standard Club (a 

specialist marine and energy insurer and member of the International Group of Protection 

and Indemnity clubs), the mentioned net loss of time clause is generally regarded as being 

‘owner-friendly’, as a charterer must show both an off-hire event and that a net loss of 

                                                 
7 Clause 17 NYPE 2015 URL: http://www.asba.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/NYPE_2015-sampleweb.pdf 
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time has been suffered.8 The famous “The Saldanha” case is very illustrative in this 

regard. After the vessel was seized by pirates and taken to Somalia for two months the 

charterers sought to place the ship off-hire under abovementioned NYPE clause. The 

court considered the ship to be on hire, on the basis that it had not been detained by any 

of the causes listed in this clause9. Therefore, as there was no cause listed in the Clause 

17 of the Charterparty, this Clause cannot be applied in the particular case. Also, any 

Quarantine provisions are unable to be relied on by contractors, as will be outlined below. 

 

II. A delay to the Vessel berthing from 07.05.2016 until 26.06.2016 was not 

caused by the Ebola virus afflicted crew members 

17. Regardless of the fact the Charterers do not base their claims directly on the facts related 

to the Quarantine, in the Defense and Counterclaim submissions they assert that Port 

Authority’s prohibition on Vessel’s berthing at Wahanda port and a subsequent delay to 

the Vessel berthing from 07.05.2016 until 26.06.2016 were caused by authorities 

suspicions that one or more crew members was carrying the Ebola virus. In the 

compliance with the NYPE 2015 Clause 44 Owners shall be liable for any delay in 

quarantine arising from the Master, Officers or crew having communication with the 

shore or any infected area without the written consent of Charterers or their Agents, also 

for any loss of time through detention by customers or other authorities caused by 

smuggling or other infractions of local law on the part of the Master, Officers or crew.  

Any time lost by such causes may be deducted as off-hire. 

                                                 
8 Standart Club: Defence class cover. A review of off-hire clauses. Part one: the NYPE form  

URL: https://www.standard-club.com/media/2767748/defence-class-cover-a-review-of-off-hire-clauses-part-1-

nype-form.pdf 

9 Cosco Bulk Carrier Co Ltd. V Team-Up Owning Co Ltd. (The "Saldanha") [2010] EWHC 1340 (Comm)  

URL: https://www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=262833#LLR:2011010187 
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18. Notwithstanding the Respondent’s position, the “Quarantine” Clause cannot be applied 

in this case since delay in quarantine did not arise from the Master, Officers, or crew 

having communication with the shore or any infected area. There were indeed no 

reasonable causes for Wahanda Port Authority’s suspicions related to the Ebola virus.  

19. As it follows from the content of the Charterparty Clause 122 “ZIKA Virus Protection 

Clause”, the parties to the contract are able to refer to the WHO (World Health 

Organization) recommendations/directions. In the event of Ebola virus related to the 

current contract the Claimant (the Owners) by analogy are able to refer to information 

released by the WHO to prove his claims. In accordance with the Fact sheets published 

by the WHO, the incubation period of Ebola virus, that is, the time interval from infection 

with the virus to onset of symptoms is 2 to 21 days. First symptoms are the sudden onset 

of fever fatigue, muscle pain, headache and sore throat. This is followed by vomiting, 

diarrhea, rash, symptoms of impaired kidney and liver function, and in some cases, both 

internal and external bleeding (e.g. oozing from the gums, blood in the stools)10.  

20. As stated in the message sent from Clark Kent Bulk to Hulk Hulls and dated 11 May 

2016, Wahanda Port State Control quarantined the vessel because of a number of crew 

members with a high fever on board. The vessel sailed from the loadport affected by the 

Ebola virus on 20 April 2016. Thus, it’s been 22 days between the departure from the 

loadport and the Post State Control examination. This lapse is larger than the incubation 

period of Ebola virus defined by the WHO. That’s why it’s evident, that crew members 

would have much more symptoms of the virus but simple high fever in the event of Ebola 

sickness.  

                                                 
10 Ebola virus disease. WHO Fact sheet. URL: https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ebola-virus-

disease 
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21. Therefore, Wahanda Port State Control did not have reasonable causes to detain the vessel 

in quarantine and a delay to the Vessel berthing from 07.05.2016 until 26.06.2016 was 

not caused by the Ebola virus afflicted crew members. The Respondent should 

consequently bear the risk for any delay. 

 

III. Late redelivery of the Vessel caused cancellation of the Next Fixture 

22. As the Vessel was not off-hire during the period from 07.05.2016 until 26.06.2016, late 

redelivery of the Vessel was a breach of the Chartherparty, according to which the 

duration of the Charter should have been 50-55 days. 

23. Laycan for the delivery of the Vessel for the Next Fixture was 22-28 June 2016.11 The 

Respondent redelivered the Vessel on 30.06.201612, which, as the period from 07.05.2016 

until 26.06.2016 did not constitute an off-hire, was non-contractual and led to the fact that 

Champion cancelled the Next Fixture, that is, the cancellation of the Next Fixture is the 

direct consequence of the Respondent’s failure to redeliver the Vessel in time. 

24. The Claimant’s rejection to agree a lumpsum instead of hull cleaning cannot be construed 

as the cause of late redelivery, as it was compliant with the Charter and also reasonable 

— under the Next Fixture the Claimant was to deliver the Vessel with cleaned hull.13 

25. These damages were perfectly foreseeable at the moment of entering into the initial 

Charterparty, as the Claimant publicly expressed its opinion about the prospective 

charters of the Vessel.14 In addition, the Respondent cannot claim the unforeseeability of 

the damages at hand, as the Vessel was and is supposed to be in constant commercial use. 

                                                 
11 The Next Fixture, Moot Scenario: p. 31. 

12 Moot Scenario: p. 68. 

13 The Next Fixture, Moos Scenario: p. 32. 

14 Chatter posts, Moot Scenario: p. 1. 
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26. The Claimant undertook reasonable measures to mitigate damages, that is, contacted 

Champion (Charterer on the Next Fixture) and tried to renegotiate the delivery date.15 

The Claimant also entered into another contract (the Replacement Fixture), thought it was 

far less beneficial than the lost one.16 

 

27. Conclusion:  late redelivery of the Vessel was caused by the wrongdoing of the 

Respondent, as the period from 07.05.2016 until 26.06.2016 did not constitute an off-

hire. The Respondent’s breach of contract directly caused the cancellation of the Next 

Fixture and damages to the Claimant; therefore, the Respondent shall be held liable for 

them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
15 E-mail from 27.06.2016, Moot Scenario: p. 41 

16 Replacement Fixture, Moot Scenario: pp. 53-56  
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C. The Claimant cannot be held liable for the Cargo Claim 

28. Cargo Claim is time-barred, because (I) Respondent failed to give written notification of 

it in accordance with clause 6 of the ICA.  (II) If the Tribunal decides that there was an 

appropriate written notification of the Cargo Claim, it was not caused by unseaworthiness 

and/or error or fault in the navigation or management of the vessel. 

 

I. The Cargo Claim is time barred 

29. Parties have incorporated the ICA in their time charter as a tool for apportionment of 

cargo claims, therefore, its provisions are binding on both parties.17 

30. Recovery under the ICA shall be deemed waived and absolutely barred if no written 

notice of a cargo claim is given to the other party within 24 months of the date of delivery 

of the cargo. Such notification shall, if possible, include details of the contract of carriage, 

the nature of the claim and the amount claimed. 

31. The aforementioned time started on 30.06.2016 and ended on 29.06.2018. The 

Respondent failed to provide the Claimant with proper written notice of the Cargo Claim. 

32. The wording of the e-mail of 27.06.2016 “Receipt of your notification in relation to 

damage to cargo hereby acknowledged”18 cannot be seen as the Claimant’s acceptance of 

receiving a written notice in compliance with clause 6 of the ICA. Neither the Claimant 

nor the Respondent perceived that e-mail as sufficient for the purposes of clause 6. That 

arises of the fact that the Respondent’s message had no detailed information on the nature 

of the Cargo Claim. In addition, the subsequent correspondence shows that the 

                                                 
17 Omega Chartering Rider Clauses in the section 53: Moot Scenario, p. 10. 

18 E-mail 27.06.2016: Moot Scenario, p. 38 
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Respondent never considered their previous messages as proper notification, otherwise 

they would not have been asking for a time extension for such notice.19 

33. The relevant Cargo Claim details and the contract of carriage were given to the Claimant 

beyond 24-months time.20 Therefore, no e-mail sent to the Claimant within 24-months 

time shall be construed as proper written notice according to clause 6 of the ICA as they 

lacked necessary details of the Cargo Claim and contract of carriage. 

 

II. If the Tribunal decides that there was a notification of the Cargo Claim, 

does not fall under subclause 8 (a) of the ICA 

34. Damage to the Cargo was caused by the fact that sea water was accidentally pumped into 

Hold No. 2 instead of the ballast tanks.21 Such operations were conducted prior to leaving 

the berth at West Coast.22 

35. The Cargo Claim did not arise out of unseaworthiness, as the ballasting systems and other 

machinery of the Vessel were found to be functioning properly.23 Therefore, subclause 8 

(a) cannot be applied here. 

36. The Cargo Claim neither arose out of the error in navigation or management of the Vessel, 

as the operations, out of which arose the Cargo Claim, were conducted prior to leaving 

the berth and during the process of loading.24 Consequently, subclause 8 (a) cannot be 

applied here, as the circumstances that caused cargo damage occurred before the loading 

was finished and the vessel sailed. 

                                                 
19 E-mails: Moot Scenario, pp. 57-58. 

20 Procedural order 15.03.2019, provision 15. 

21 Preliminary Survey Report, Moot Scenario: p. 46.  

22 Moot Scenario, p. 72. 

23 Preliminary Survey Report, Moot Scenario: p. 46 

24 Moot Scenario, p. 72. 
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37. Conclusion: The Cargo Claim shall be deemed waived and absolutely barred, as no notice 

of it, compliant with clause 6 of the ICA, was filed to the Claimant within 24-months’ 

time. Alternatively, subclause 8 (a) of the ICA cannot be applied to the case at hand, as 

the Cargo Claim was not caused by unseaworthiness and/or   
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF  

 

In light of the submissions above, the Claimant respectfully requests the Tribunal: 

a. To order the Respondent to pay damages for non-perfomance of the hull 

cleaning obligation and late redelivery of the Vessel; 

b. To order the Respondent to bear costs for the Arbitration; 

c. To dismiss the Cargo Claim and the Off-hire claim of the Respondent. 

 

Dated this 24th day of April 2017 

 

Solicitors for the Claimant  

PANTHER SHIPPING INC 

 


